Just Passing Through
integration in computational environmental design
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for understanding computational techniques in environmentally responsive design.
We argue that successful integration in this context requires a continuous design
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medium that allows for heterogeneous, mutable techniques and models. This model
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of integration is demonstrated by reference to a current project for a large canopy
structure in Singapore with specific focus on issues of environmental mediation,
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object-oriented programming for CAD environments, and functional programming
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techniques within parametric modeling systems. We discuss the applicability of
these novel integrative approaches to wider problems in computational design.
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1

I n trodu c tion

Buckminster Fuller described the passing of energy through the world as the movement of knots
along a rope, or conversely as the movement of material through a knot: the actors in terrestrial
food chains, for example, are simply manifestations of a similar pattern along a continuum of
energy (Seiden 1989). In this view of the world, integration is an a priori fact rather than a goal
-- what seem to be discrete entities are in fact mutable expressions of a single medium.
Computational environmental design involves complex negotiations between its distinct
constituent approaches to architecture. But common to each of these frameworks -computation, environmental awareness, and design -- are integrative understandings of the
sort that Fuller suggests. In environmental design, it is necessary to approach complexity with
the understanding that wind, sun and water cannot be addressed in isolation from one another
but are all inter-related in climate. Within the process of design generally, specific proposals –
and the tools by which they are crafted – are always part of a larger network of related ideas
and models. Specific to computation, there are approaches that attempt to work outside of
established conventions for structuring data and functionality (object-orientation, deterministic
dependency graphs) when these conventions are not sufficient to respond to the environmental
issues addressed.
Foster + Partners’ design for the canopy of the South Beach Development in Singapore
(Figure 1) does not, at first glance, suggest the profound impact that Fuller has had on
modern architecture. It does not echo the aesthetic of much of Fuller’s oeuvre, with his great
appreciation for the triangle and tetrahedron as structural primitives. Yet it does evoke the
integrative ethos which was so important to him. Fuller was strongly interested in compiling and
marshalling data in the service of design, as he did in his World Game series of lectures and
workshops (Seiden 1989; Fuller 1981). Yet, despite the copious volumes of data he amassed
and filtered, the amount of information which designers today can – and must – process for a
site such as that of South Beach alone dwarfs what was available to Fuller on a global level. It
is fitting, then, that the canopy structure would express considerably more variation than one
of Fuller’s structures, as it is responding in a much more contingent fashion to minute trends in
data. Thus, the canopy acts as a filter, mediating internal and external requirements of program,
regulation, usage and activity. This filtering action is promoted by the canopy’s slatted louvers
which form a lightweight skin that adapts and responds to local conditions of sun, air flow,
as well as rain protection and drainage. This interaction with the environment was continually
tuned in response to feedback from environmental simulation of all the aforementioned factors

Figure 1. South Beach Development – Multilayered
Integration
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Fig. 2

(insolation and daylighting, computational fluid dynamic testing, and custom-developed “rain
shadow” analysis).
As the design evolved in response to this environmental feedback, so did a multifunctional
parametric model and set of computational tools, capable of reflecting design intent through
constraints. Rather than attempt to achieve integration through a totalizing approach to
parametric modeling on a single software platform, the project exposed different interfaces and
outputs based on the team members involved and their immediate goals: visualization, physical
modeling, and construction documentation. The beams supporting the canopy and the louvers
which provide much of the structure’s environmental mediation strategy, each exploited unique
strategies for responding to the data provided by performance simulation (Figure 2). Thus all
aspects of the canopy were capable of rapid update cycles while allowing the model to retain
implicit connections with the initial principles from which it was derived.
These case studies of material and microclimate, modeling and collaboration, and logic and
data serve to elaborate this theory of integration as a latent opportunity in computational design.
2

P ro j ect

2.1

CONTEXT

Foster + Partners’ South Beach project is a 150,000 sq m mixed-use development in downtown
Singapore, offering a distinctive sustainable quarter in the heart of the city that responds to the
combination of a humid tropical climate and a heavily urbanized context.
The focal public spaces of the development form a “green axis” at ground level before rising
up through a series of multi-tiered gardens. The concept is further extended vertically to create
cascading green terraces and three storey sky gardens in the two commercial towers on the
site (Figure 2).
The unifying canopy, composed of strips of ribbon-like elements, acts as an environmental filter
protecting public spaces from the harsh tropical climate as well as cooling it by drawing on
prevailing winds. It also links existing conservation buildings on site with two high-rise towers
and provides a mild micro-climate.
The undulating geometry of the canopy echoes the function of the key public spaces underneath.
The surface opens with variable degrees of opacity across the site, providing varied qualities
Figure 2. The “green axis” under the
undulating canopy

of space and responding to a number of environmental criteria, including rain protection and
solar, daylight and wind analysis.
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2.2

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY OSMOSIS

The strategy for meeting the sustainability target rating of the project (BCA Green Mark Platinum)
is based on various passive and active solutions. These solutions were tested by a series of
analyses that monitor and inform the performance of the canopy’s design at regular intervals
during the project’s development. The innovative digital design platform used to develop the
canopy model integrated the work of the design team and consultants into a seamless and
responsive workflow. This enabled the development of a shared model capable of providing a
full range of design-intent drawings and information sheets for the project Detail Design stage
documentation.
3

I n te gr a l E n viron me n ta l Str a te gie s

South Beach’s design team aimed for a high environmental rating by introducing holistic
approaches to environmental design. The sustainability criteria driving the project were
developed in three discrete strategic tiers.
Firstly, passive sustainable strategies were implemented in order to maximize the building’s
conservation of energy. This strategy integrated analyses of daylight, surface temperature,
thermal comfort, rain protection and air velocity in all the major public areas to inform an optimized
solution. Form, massing, orientation, shading and vegetation were then designed to correspond
to the data provided for every stage of this analysis-driven investigation. Additionally, a series of
structural studies for the canopy are being undertaken, aiming to investigate ways of reducing
the weight of the structure, directly reducing embodied energy.
Secondly, active sustainable strategies were developed to manage internal sources of energy
efficiently. Lighting, waste treatment and thermal comfort of residences were optimized to meet
the local sustainability criteria of BCA Green Mark Platinum and LEED Gold. Rain water collected
from the canopy roof is stored in a collection tank before being redistributed to several water
features across the public space, as well as being used for irrigation of vegetation.
Lastly, power generation strategies further improve the environmental performance of the
design, supplying clean energy for the daily operations of the building’s facilities. Accordingly,
a sufficient portion of the design is covered by photovoltaic and solar thermal tubes to meet
energy generation goals. The parts of the canopy which should receive such elements are
identified by solar radiation analysis, thus enabling the replacement of the necessary panels
locally, without distracting the continuity of the overall roof geometry.
In the canopy design, these environmental strategies are closely related to the geometry of the
roof. Structural beams define the massing form and orientation of the canopy as well as the
green spine along the main public space. Columns and drainage panels are situated to satisfy
structural constraints and efficient water collection for each ribbon. Finally, louver panels are

Fig. 3

distributed to perform particular functions locally.
However, unlike the hierarchical order of the environmental strategies, the digital model of
canopy elements establishes many bi-directional relationships. When the structural system or
drainage strategy changed, this alteration was reflected in updated canopy geometry and the
location and types of louvers. Conversely when louver properties changed due to structural or
performance reasons, the beam depth was changed reciprocally.
These interdependent relationships required significant changes even for relatively minor
updates. The challenge in designing the South Beach canopy involved orchestrating this multilayered information while maintaining the flexibility of design.
4

Fle xible De sign Syste ms

4.1

SYSTEM(S) INTEGRATION

Developing a modeling strategy flexible enough to incorporate the various aspects of constantly
changing, analytically driven design cycles demands a dual understanding of the system’s
architecture as a holistic process and as a sum of subsystems. In this sense, systems
integration, both in terms of engineering and information technology, brings together the
component subsystems into one system and ensures that the subsystems function together

Figure 3. Building Environmental Modeling
(courtesy: ARUP Engineers)
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as one (Gilkey 1960). In this context, the application of specific concepts such as modularity,
encapsulation (as internal representation), polymorphism and inheritance, can further facilitate
the seamless coordination of the whole and guarantee continuity.
A closer look at these terms reveals how much the modeling of integrated processes resembles
object-oriented programming data structures. Both try to embed rationale in an object through
inherited properties, so that the object can react to its environment. In object-oriented
programming (OOP) this can be achieved within individual classes, which define separate,
interchangeable components with internal characteristics that propagate through inheritance.
In building design systems,that same notion is employed as mechanisms that retain modular
data structures translated into geometry. These modular structures can have internal rules that
assure the transmittance of embedded rationale and key inherited properties with every update,
while taking into account constant feedback from geometrical, structural and analytical data.
4.2

ENVIRONMENTAL ACQUISITION

Data from solar heat, daylighting, wind analysis, surface temperature, water drainage and structural
studies all informed the South Beach canopy’s undulating ribbons. In addition to programmatic
and aesthetic criteria, this data informed the next design iteration (Figure 3). As all these analytical
processes informed the model, constantly changing its configuration, it was crucial that the design

Fig. 4

system was set up in such a way that the contextual data (both geometrical and environmental)
informed the canopy’s transformations, while the general characteristics of the geometry remained
the same. Particularly interesting in this respect was the innovative approach of environmental
acquisition, an abstraction mechanism which expands object-oriented programming by allowing
a component to inherit properties from its environment, so that its behavior is not determined de
facto at instantiation (Gil and Lorenz 1995).
Taking into accountthat information is as significant as who controls it (Kolarevic, 2003) as well
as the fact that the results from each analysis were obtained from different software, the first
step was to develop a centralized control system (in the form of a parametric model) into which
those results could be directly fed. Information is as significant as who controls it (Kolarevic

Fig. 5

2003). Therefore, the first step consisted of developing a centralized parametric control system
through which the results from each analysis (obtained from different software) could be directly
fed. In addition to updates based on analytical data, the model also needed to respond to
topological information from manually modeled expressions of design intent, and incorporate this
information in easy-to-use control mechanisms. Thus a new set of criteria could be introduced
into the canopy model (e.g. the position of the columns which defined the high and low points
of the rising and falling ribbons) and trigger a new configuration that held its topological integrity
while being modifiable. Thus each iteration could retain the memory of its previous state, as
it was programmatically instantiated by that state, but could additionally be altered in various
degrees, without losing its layering knowledge. In this sense the canopy resembles what Alfred

Fig. 6

North Whitehead would describe as a nexus of occasions: a continuous process of successive
occasions of experience (Whitehead 1929).
4.3

BUILDING CONTROL MECHANISMS

The design system for the South Beach Canopy incorporated numerous components (columns,
beams, panels, glass infill panels) that had to be coordinated to form the canopy’s undulating
form (Figure 4).
This wavy form was of great significance, not only aesthetically, but also analytically and
programmatically, as it defined the public spaces underneath, drainage locations, column

Fig. 7

placement and the continuous connection with the two towers. As the aforementioned
components were both driving and driven by analysis of the canopy’s structural and environmental
performance, the model needed to take into consideration the minimum input that controlled them

Figure 4. South Beach Canopy Components
Diagram

and update them based on this data. Accordingly, the design mechanism had to address not

Figure 5. B-spline silhouette curves of peaks and
troughs

regulatory processes themselves.” (Kwinter, 2006).

Figure 6. Polylines connecting peaks and troughs
per structural ribbon

This led to an interesting expansion of the object-oriented programming analog, as in this case

Figure 7. High, low and inflection points

the environment to shape the components’ behavior. This was achieved by defining the initial

only the “first order regulatory processes”, but also “the second order controls that regulated the

the design system could model contextualized, bi-directional relationships, in addition to allowing
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geometric inputs that would inform the component’s behavior, and regulating the downstream
propagation of the analytic inherited properties. These key inputs were eventually reduced to just
three spatial points: the locations of low, high and inflection points per structural ribbon.
The selection of these three points owed to the way B-spline curves describing the structural

Fig. 8

ribbons were trying to emulate continuous wave formations both along their length as well as
axially to the length of the canopy. To optimally control the continuity in both directions with a
minimal geometrical representation, the roof was eventually described as a configuration of axial
B-spline curves, connecting consecutive peak and valley points per ribbon (Figure 5).
Ultimately the modeling strategy was fixed as a bi-directional geometry definition with embedded

Fig. 9

“memory”, where preceding configurations could drive (or be driven by) a simple file in which
polylines connect the low and high points of the ribbons, without any other knowledge of the
geometry (Figures 6, 7). These polylines were used as law-curves that shaped the form in a twodimensional parameter space. A modular component was built, comprising three sets (centerline,
upper and lower silhouette curve) of two continuous Bezier curves that could represent half a
wave (S-curve) (Figure 8, 9). Each component was only aware of its start and end point position

Fig. 10

(a pair of low and high points on the ribbon) as well as the inflection point necessarily situated in
between these two points. These three points and their topology within the ribbon’s overall set of
points were the only provided context by which the component’s behavior was shaped and formed
its configuration, without having a direct dependent relationship to its neighbors. Yet, despite this
lack of dependent interconnection, the adjacent components of each structural ribbon created a
continuous and uninterrupted geometry: their adjustable pair-wise point population ensured C1
continuity at peaks and troughs and C2 continuity at the inflection points (Figure 10). This was
achieved by the components being driven purely by their contextual inputs (hosting environment)
and consecutively shaped by their implicit properties, deriving from calculated sets of analytical
data.
Fig. 11

The component-encapsulated intelligence further allowed for polymorphic configurations by
exposing only a minimum set of controls. These controls managed the independent displacement
of the low and high points into new positions, the manipulation of the form and the change of
curvature by ensuring tangential continuity. Therefore, although part of the same theoretical class,
each object could be manipulated individually and still ensure graphical continuity (Figure 11).
With the set out curves created as described above, the structure was then populated by
appropriately dimensioned beam sections, driven by an algorithm which specified thickness based
on the beam’s connectivity graph and its geometrical configuration. Finally, a set of relationships
between pairs of neighboring ribbons allowed for structural and daylighting criteria to be checked

Fig. 12

and optimized. The algorithms calculated surface overlaps between specific measurement
constraints, which fed back to the structural optimization and fabrication methodology of the
canopy. The resulting beam was post-rationalized and served as input geometry for louver setout.
5

I n te gr a tin g Proc e du re s: Fu n c tion s as Data

In contrast to the definition of beam geometry through a contextual object-oriented system, the
canopy louver setout required ‘on the fly’ adaptable positioning. This flexibility was achieved
by treating functions and data not as segregated components of a program, but as integrated,
commensurate entities.
The design of the South Beach canopy required that the louvers expressed a range of variation in
material, dimensions, and set-out geometry. In order to achieve cost efficiencies and to be able

Fig. 13

to predict environmental performance of each panel, this variation was constrained to a set of
14 panel types (with sub-variation of sizes in some types). Some of these panel types are shown
in Figure 12. To provide for drainage and protection from the elements, the algorithm for louver

Figure 8. Individual polyline connecting peaks and
troughs of one structural ribbon

placement started at each crest of a ribbon and proceeded to set out each louver (after the first)

Figure 9. Single component applied

in a particular geometric relation to the one above it. The type of the panel was determined by a

Figure 10. An array of components applied for an
entire ribbon

louver type zone schedule that became an input to the parametric model (Figure 13).
Despite this range of variation it was necessary to instantiate all louvers as a single type so they could
be addressed as a whole in terms of program and design model organization. In order to achieve this

Figure 11. Composition of structural ribbons
control mechanisms

structure of a single type, which exposes itself to multiple kinds of input, the louver control system

Figure 12. Canopy section model showing panel
type variation

allowed for variation by selecting different procedures to instantiate each louver based on its context.

Figure 13. Louver type zone schedule and output
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Many parametric design platforms provide a means for specification of the way in which a
model element should be instantiated and respond to change propagation. Of the many ways to
create a line, users of parametric design software usually must specify a procedure for creating
a particular kind of line (by start and end points, by origin, direction, and length, etc.). Such
procedures are known in the context of dependency propagation systems as update algorithms
(Woodbury 2010).
Typically in such systems, the update algorithm is a fixed property of a node in the dependency
graph. Upon creating an instance of a type, the designer must specify how that instance
should respond to updates. It may be possible for the designer to change the update algorithm
subsequently, assuming that inputs and outputs match those expected within the dependency
graph, but it is not a typical feature of such systems to infer a suitable update algorithm based
on context determined during change propagation. In the case of the Beach Road canopy
louvers, the zone schedule provided the information about which update algorithm should apply
to a given panel. Because a panel’s location determined its zone membership and because that
location was in turn determined by all upstream nodes (including the geometry of the ribbon
beams), it was necessary to provide a means for each louver to determine its appropriate
update algorithm at program run-time, rather than design time.
This exigency of determining necessary algorithms during the running of a program requires
that functions can be treated as data, susceptible to the mechanisms which a computational
environment affords

data. In this case, the environment imposed by common parametric

modeling packages, which prevents the use of functions as data gives way to a more integrative
approach of message passing. In other words,a controlling function responds to change
propagation requests from the graph by dispatching one of many possible handler procedures
as appropriate given the various constraints in the current context as discussed previously
(Abelson et al. 1996).
To successfully implement this form of change response, all handler functions must respond
to a common set of criteria. This way, the dispatcher can make a single call using all requisite
arguments, and the called function will have all the information required to return a valid object.
This commonality encourages the program design to minimize the dependencies on the handler
function. In the case of South Beach, it was sufficient to supply the guide curves of the canopy
beams (structural ribbons), the origin point and direction of the leading edge (nose) of the
previous panel, and the index of that previous panel.
The South Beach canopy has thus served as a catalyst for implementing a novel approach to
programming in a parametric modeling environment. This ‘message passing’ approach avoids
systems design in which the designer-programmer must choose to implement system elements
as mutually exclusive functions and data, and instead suggests an environment in which
program elements may be both procedure and data at once; perhaps echoing the ambiguity
inherent in Buckminster Fuller’s famous maxim: “I seem to be a verb” (1981).
6

C o ncl usi o ns

The South Beach canopy represents integrated design as a way of regulating the passing of
energy through a system of interdependent entities. Beginning with a goal of mediating the
tropical environment in the public spaces on site, a set of design systems evolved to facilitate
rapid model change so that each design iteration could be intensively tested. Specific design
considerations, including particular locations of peaks and troughs for drainage and precise
louver overlaps and angles, required approaches to computational design which pushed the
limits of conventional modeling and programming strategies. These innovations were integrated
in the sense that each represented a continuity of approach. In the case of the ribbon beam
design, this continuity assumed the form of a continuum of parametric relationships wherein
the output from each stage of adjustment produced the input for a future design iteration, by
preserving the accumulated effect of previous states informed by analysis. In the case of the
louver system design, continuity was achieved through treating functionality as data, such that
the algorithms for processing model updates could themselves be thought of as variables within
the system.
These integrated approaches to computational design have potential application in a wider
range of projects. Yet in the context of existing programming and modeling environments,
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such solutions require a significant degree of custom programming to solve a specific class
of problems, and as such would only be expected to evolve in the context of a project such
as South Beach, where well-defined structural, geometric, and environmental goals required
customized mechanisms to be repeatedly tuned and tested. In the case of the South Beach
project, these mechanisms used Microstation as the common platform for saving the state of
design models. Applications and tools were developed on this platform using Microstation’s
VBA and MDL, APIs and GenerativeComponents’ GCScript and C# programming environments.
The specific choice of language and environment was affected by a number of factors including
the speed required for programming, deploying and running a given program, as well as the
applicability of the program to other projects in the practice. As the application of computational
design is increasingly brought to bear in the service of meeting environmental goals, these
integrated approaches may bring about innovations in CAD programming and analytical
computational environments.
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